HAPPY CANDIDATES

‘From first contact to placement and beyond the engagement with Educationline has been extremely
professional, positive and constructive.
Their response has been swift, communication proactive with personal interest in the individual to
ensure the placement was appropriate to ambition and purpose. I have no hesitation in commending
them.’
Tony (Teacher of History / Headteacher)

Thank you for all your help
When I first moved back to the UK your agency really helpful, honest and on the ball in getting me
back in the classroom.
Lakeisha (EYFS Teacher)

‘I have been a supply teacher since 2012 and it has taken me a while to find the right agency for me.
Since joining Educationline I have been treated well, fairly and with respect.
My consultant Alex is always available whenever I need anything. He has excellent and professional
relationships with not just myself, but with the schools’ internal cover supervisors so I always get
positive outcomes whenever Alex makes request on my behalf.
I have been in a few long term roles with Educationline and Alex always negotiates good pay rates
for me and the rest of the team are always ready to help. I cannot fault Educationline’s practices’
Florence (Teacher of ICT / Maths)
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‘From the first contact to Education Line Recruitment the interaction with the staff was very
professional. Emily ensured that I was kept up to date at every point of the recruitment process.
The service I have received has been excellent and I recommend working with this recruitment
partner.’
Isabelle (Teacher of MFL)

‘A big thank you to Educationline for their professional, reliable and efficient service. Consultants are
always considerate and approachable. I would definitely recommend Educationline.’
Nalisha (Instructor: English / MFL)

With the current shift in recruitment practises where schools prefer to use recruitment agencies rather
than embark on the recruitment process themselves, I was approach by many different agencies to
represent me in my search for a teaching role.
Of all the agencies I was in contact with I can truly say that I received the best service from
Educationline. Not only did they ensure all my credentials and checks were in order before
presenting my CV to a school for consideration but they supported me as much as they did the school
throughout the process.
They were hands-on and informative. Always keeping me up to date and being open and honest as
to what I can expect from the school.
Even after being placed at a school my contact person checked up on me regularly to ensure that I
am happy with my placement and that everything is in order.
It was nice to always deal with one specific person at the agency rather than being contacted by
multiple people for different things. Often you need to deal with a recruitment agent or two from the
same agency as well as their compliance department and so forth, which becomes confusing
eventually.
Thank you for a simplified, excellent service.
Adele (Teacher of Science)

‘Everyone at Educationline is very professional and always get work for me when I most need it. I am
very happy with service’
Veronique (Teacher of MFL)
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‘I am thoroughly happy with my working experience at Educationline and have no hesitation in
recommending them to those seeking supply work. Even though I am registered with several
agencies, it is Educationline who phone with offers of work most frequently.
At my usual placement school, it is obvious that Educationline are their go-to agency so it is no
surprise that I receive offers of work and feel welcomed and appreciated there.
Steve, my managing contact at the agency, is always on the lookout for new opportunities for me and
I feel fully supported in what I do. Administration is minimal and I receive my earnings promptly and
without any fuss.’
Anthony (Teacher of Art)

‘I have worked for Educationline for almost three years and have enjoyed doing so. This is because I
usually speak to one or two consultants, who are in constant contact with me, and offer me work on a
very regular basis.
I approached Educationline because they have jobs in Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, Buckinghamshire
and Northamptonshire. In addition their offices are within the region.
Educationline have helped me by finding me long and short term jobs in various schools. The result of
this has meant that I regularly work in two local schools.
One thing I like is their training day in August. Teachers and consultants meet, have lunch, share
school experiences and an Educationline teacher’s bag is given to all who wish to have one.
I would recommend Educationline to teachers who need short and long term work because of the
friendly and professional staff.’
Herma (Teacher of Humanities / History)

‘Educationline has been by my side since day one from when I moved to the Bedfordshire area.
They provide me the amount of teaching roles that I look for while keeping me up to date with new
vacancies available in the area. Being a supply teacher, I know that with Educationline I have a team
of professionals looking over me, so I can focus on what I love, teaching.’
Pedro (Teacher of Physical Education)
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